I nominate the following as a candidate or candidates for the episcopacy. (Nominees must be ordained elders in the Eastern PA Annual Conference or another Annual Conference. If a person will reach age 68 ON OR BEFORE July 1, 2020, he/she is not eligible to be nominated.)

Person Making the Nomination:

Name:
Address:
E-mail:

Nominees will be contacted personally to determine if they are interested in participating in a process to identify the Eastern PA nominee(s). All nominations must be received by January 15, 2020.

A candidate should have at least ten nominations to be considered for an interview by the delegation.

Timeline:

Jan 16, 2020:  EPA delegation representative contacts individuals who have been nominated to identify individuals who are willing to participate in the process to select the EPA candidates. Those who agree to participate are to submit three references (witnesses of your ministry – 1 lay witness; 1 clergy witness and 1 community witness; references should be no longer than 1 page), biographical information and written answers to the questions on the accompanying sheet to the delegation’s co-chairs by February 15, 2019.

March 14, 2020:  Delegation interviews candidates and decides on recommendation to the EPA Annual Conference’s June session.